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Abstract 
Increasing concerns about the depletion of fossil resources and the issue of 
environment lead to a global need for producing more clean energy from renewable 
sources. Ocean is appreciated as a vast source of renewable energies. Considering 
marine renewable energies, it can be noticed that significant electrical power can be 
extracted from marine tidal currents. However, the power harnessed from marine tidal 
currents is highly fluctuant due to the swell effect and the periodicity of the tidal 
phenomenon. To improve the power quality and make the marine generation system 
more reliable, energy storage systems can play a crucial role. In this paper, an overview 
and the state of art of energy storage technologies are presented. Characteristics of 
various energy storage technologies are analyzed and compared for this particular 
application. The comparison shows that high-energy batteries like sodium-sulphur 
battery and flow battery are favorable for smoothing the long-period power fluctuation 
due to the tide phenomenon while supercapacitor and flywheel are more suitable for 
eliminating short-period power disturbances due to swell or turbulence phenomena. 
This means that hybrid storage technologies are needed for achieving optimal results in 
tidal marine current energy applications.  
 
Keywords: Energy storage; Marine current energy; Power fluctuation; Battery; 
Flywheel; Supercapacitor 
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1.  Introduction 
More and more renewable energies are required for reducing pollution, carbon 
dioxides emission, and the fossil energy part in global energy production. Huge 
quantities of renewable energies can be extracted from oceans. These energies can be 
classified into various categories such as marine tidal current energy, wave energy, 
ocean thermal energy, salinity osmotic energy and marine biomass energy. Considering 
technology availability and economics, marine current energy might become the most 
promising candidate for some particular sites.  
One of the main advantages of marine current energy is related to the predictability 
of the resource. Exploitable marine currents are mostly driven by the tidal phenomenon, 
which cause seawater motion twice each day with a period of approximately 12 h and 
24 min (a semidiurnal tide), or once each day in about 24 h and 48 min (a diurnal tide). 
The astronomic nature of tides makes marine tidal currents highly predictable with 98% 
accuracy for decades [1]. Marine current energy is in first order independent of season 
and weather conditions which would affect and deteriorate the performances of solar 
and wind power generation. This characteristic is favorable for integration marine 
current energy into power grid. Harnessing marine current energy is based on the 
conversion of a fluid motion into electricity power. In first approach it is supposed that 
similar technologies used in wind power application can be transferred for marine 
current energy applications. However these well known technologies are not always 
adapted to the particularly severe underwater maritime environment constraint. This is 
why various original horizontal axis and vertical axis marine current turbines have been 
developed around the world [2].  
The main challenge for marine current energy system is power fluctuation 
phenomenon both on short-time and long-time scales. Integration variable and 
fluctuating renewable sources to power gird increase the difficulty of stabilizing the 
power network and balancing the supply and demand. Energy storage system (ESS) is 
assumed to be a good solution to smooth the power fluctuations, improve the system 
reliability and provide auxiliary services to the grid such as frequency regulation, 
energy shifting and load leveling [7,18]. In this work, an overview on state of art of the 
most important energy storage technologies is carried out. The ideal application 
environment and storage scale for each technology can be quite different due to their 
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particular specification. Basic understanding of each ESS technology and comparisons 
among different ESSs can help to make a better choice for marine current energy 
application. 
In Section 2, the two kinds of power fluctuation phenomenon in marine current 
energy system are described. In Section 3, battery storage technologies including 
conventional batteries and high-energy batteries (NaS and flow batteries) are presented 
and compared. In Section 4, flywheel technologies are illustrated and in Section 5, 
supercapacitor technologies are discussed. In Section 6, pumped hydro and compressed 
air energy storage technologies are presented. Applications for energy storage 
technologies are summarized and the conclusions are given in Section 7. 
 
2.  Power fluctuations in marine current energy system 
To facilitate grid integration and to optimize the economical efficiency of marine 
current energy systems, one challenge is to minimize fluctuations in the power extracted 
by Marine Current Turbines (MCTs). The power harnessed by a horizontal marine 
current turbine can be calculated by the following equation, 
2 31 ρ π
2 p
P C R V=                                                           (1) 
In this equation, sea water density ρ and turbine radius R are considered as 
constants; V represents the total marine current speed (including tidal current speed and 
swell-induced current speed); Cp is the power capture coefficient and is related to the tip 
top speed ratio and the marine current speed when the blade pitch angle is fixed. For 
typical MCTs, Cp is estimated to be in the range of 0.35-0.5 [2,3]. When a Maximal 
Power Point Tracking (MPPT) strategy is used, the turbine rotor speed is able to be 
controlled to keep Cp at its optimal value. That means in first order, the power produced 
by the MCT is proportional to the cubic of current speed in the turbine cross section. It 
can be obviously seen from Eq. (1) that the power produced by a MCT would fluctuate 
severely when there are fluctuations in the marine current speed.  
Two main kinds of power fluctuations can be identified: on a large time scale the 
generated power fluctuates with a period of 6 or 12 hours which is related to tidal 
astronomical phenomenon; on a small time scale it can fluctuate with a period of a few 
seconds. These short-time fluctuations characterize long wavelength swells which are 
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considered as the main disturbance for the marine current speed. High potential sites for 
marine current systems are often shallow water sites with typical sea depth about 30-50 
meters, therefore the marine current speed fluctuation caused by underwater 
propagation of swell is not negligible.   
 
(a) 
 
(b) 
Fig. 1.  Power produced by a MCT: (a) without swell, (b) with swell. 
 
Fig. 1 gives an example of the power produced by a MCT for one day period. This 
simulation is based on the tidal data provided by the SHOM (French Navy 
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Hydrographic and Oceanographic Service, Brest, France) for a specific site. In the 
simulation, the Cp is set at 0.4 and the radius of the MCT is 8 meters. Fig.1a (not 
considering swell effect) shows the long-time power variation caused by tidal 
astronomic nature, which are highly predictable on hourly periods for one given site. 
Fig. 1b shows the power profile when considering swell effect, which introduces short-
time (high frequency) fluctuations in the power profile and makes the power far away 
from the prediction. 
Underwater propagation of the swell is the main disturbance for marine current 
speed and the main cause of the short-time fluctuations in a MCT. This is the reason 
why the swell effect should be considered in modeling the marine current speed, Fig. 2 
illustrates the swell characteristics including swell length L, swell height H and sea 
depth  d. 
z
L: Swell length 
H: Swell height 
x
L
H
d
d: Sea depth 
 
Fig. 2.  Swell characteristic. 
 
Another important parameter for swell is the swell period T, which can be calculated 
from the dispersion relation, 
            
2g tanh 2π
2π
T dL
L
 =  
 
                                                         (2) 
 
Additional swell effects on the marine current speed can be estimated in first order 
by Stokes model [4,5]. Considering this model, the horizontal speed (which is in the x-
axis direction of Fig. 2) can be calculated using Eq. (3) and Eq. (4),  
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cosh 2π
π( ) cos2π
sinh 2π
x
z d
H t xLV t
dT T L
L
+ 
    = −    
 
 
                                        (3) 
2
4
cosh 2π cosh 4π
π 3(π )( ) cos2π cos4π
4sinh 2π sinh 2π
x
z d z d
H t x H t xL LV t
d dT T L TL T L
L L
+ +   
         = − − − −         
   
   
           (4) 
These two equations give the swell induced current speed calculated from first-
order Stockes model (Eq. (3)) and second-order Stockes models (Eq. (4)) respectively. 
The first-order model is suitable for deep sea and small height swell ( 2/ 0.001H gT ≤  
and / 0.03H d ≤ ), the second-order model is suitable for larger height and less depth 
( 2/ 0.009H gT ≤  and / 0.2H d ≤ ). The second-order model has a wider application rang 
than the first-order and satisfies the marine current application when considering a big 
swell effect. But we should notice that in Eq. (4) the first term is exactly the first-order 
model and the second term can be seen as the second-order harmonics of the first-order 
model. The ratio of maximum values between the second term and the first term in Eq. 
(4) is illustrated in Fig. 3, and it shows that the second term becomes important only 
when /d L  is very small. 
 
Fig. 3. The ratio of maximum values between the second term and the 
first term in the second-order Stokes model [5].  
 
Considering that the typical sea depth for marine current application is about 30-
50m and that the swell length is about 150-250m, the smallest /d L  is 0.12 which 
corresponds a ratio about 0.05 between the magnitudes of the second term and the first 
term in Eq. (4). That means in this case the difference between the first-order Stokes 
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model and the second-order Stokes model is negligible. Therefore, we can use the first-
order Stokes model for the calculation of the speed turbulence caused by swell effect for 
a marine current turbine.  
In Eq. (3), only one frequency component is considered (sinusoidal swell). It is 
more realistic to consider more frequency components for modeling swell effects. 
Various wave spectrums have been established based on wave records from different 
oceans [6]. JONSWAP spectrum has the equivalent peak values with swell and can be 
applied to model the swell spectrum. JONSWAP spectrum function can be written as 
the following form, 
 
(5) 
 
 
where,  
                                                       
( )γ 3 ~ 10 for swell=   
        From wave theories, the significant height Hs (or written as H1/3) is defined as the 
average height of the highest one-third waves. The significant period Ts (or written as 
T1/3) is defined as the average period of these highest one-third waves. These values can 
be calculated from wave records and have a relationship with average values about: 
1.6sH H= and 1.2sT T≈ . The peak period Tp is lightly larger than the significant 
period and can be estimated as 1.1p sT T≈ .  
Swells refer to waves which have propagated over a very long distance after their 
generating area. This character enables swells to accumulate more energy and have 
more concentrated frequency components than local wind-generated waves; it also 
explains the narrow and sharp energy spectrum shown in Fig.4. On the other hand, wind 
waves have much shorter wavelength than swells. It can also be verified from Stokes 
model that wind waves (short-length waves) only have a very small influence on the 
underwater current speed. 
( )
2
Y
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Fig. 4.  Swell energy spectrum based on Eq. (5). 
 
The swell energy spectrum curve ( )S f  shown in Fig.4 is calculated for a sea state 
of 3m, 13.2ss pH T= = ( γ 7=  is chosen in Eq. (5)). Swells have a very narrow range 
of frequencies, therefore only a few frequencies need to be selected. The corresponding 
amplitude of each selected frequency components can be calculated by 
2 ( )i i ia S f f= ⋅∆ . Supposing the basic tidal speed without swell is 2 m/s (this speed 
can be considered as constant during half hour), the following equation can be used to 
calculate the marine current speed under swell effects, 
 
( )
cosh 2π
2π2 cos2π φ
sinh 2π
ii
i
i i i i
i
z d
La t xV t
T T Ld
L
 +
    = + − +    
 
 
∑                           (6) 
 
Fig. 5 shows the simulation results for the marine current speed under swell effect 
during 10 minutes, and Fig.6 illustrates the corresponding power harnessed by a marine 
current turbine with a radius of 8m and power rating of 1.5 MW. 
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Fig. 5.  Current speed with swell effect. 
 
   
       Fig. 6.  Power profile of a marine current turbine. 
 
Fig. 1 and Fig. 6 illustrate respectively the long-period and the short-period 
fluctuating power produced by such a MCT. Based on the power profiles we can do 
primary requirement estimations for energy storage system (ESS). For absorbing and 
eliminating power fluctuations, the power in the ESS is equal to the difference between 
the produced power by the turbine and the output grid power (supposed to be the 
average power),  and the energy in the ESS (with initial value of zero) can be calculated 
by as: 
                         (7) 
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Fig. 7.  Energy profile of the ESS. 
 
Fig. 7 shows the energy changing profile of ESS which allows to eliminate the 
short-time power fluctuation phenomenon (Fig. 6) caused by swell effect. In the same 
way, the energy curve of ESS for smooth long-time power fluctuation can also be 
obtained. 
 The difference between the maximum and minimum value in the energy profile 
can serve as the energy rating estimation for the ESS. The largest difference between 
the produced power and the grid power can be considered as the power rating of the 
ESS. Considering this method, the ESS for smoothing long-time power fluctuation (Fig. 
1a) can be estimated with a power rating about 500kW and energy rating about 800kWh. 
The ESS for eliminating short-time power fluctuation (Fig. 6) is estimated to have a 
power rating about 700kW and an energy capacity about 1 kWh (It should be noticed 
that this is a primary estimation which is based on a basic tidal speed of 2 m/s,  and the 
state of charge range limitation of ESS is not considered.) From a more practical view, 
an energy rating over 1.5 kWh is required for smoothing the short-time power 
fluctuation. 
Another point should be noticed is that the expected charge/discharge times of 
energy storage systems are quite different: about 4~6 hours for long-time fluctuations 
and 5~20 seconds for short-time fluctuations. It implies that about 800 cycles and 2×
106 cycles are needed for smoothing long-time and short-time power fluctuations 
respectively on one year operation.  
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These basic estimations show that different energy storage systems should be 
applied to smooth the two different kinds of power fluctuations in a marine current 
turbine. For slow power variation related to tidal astronomical character, long-duration 
and high energy capacity ESS is expected. But for fast power fluctuation caused by 
swell effect, high power, quick charge/discharge ESS with long cycle life is required. 
 
3.  Battery storage technologies 
Battery is a classical solution for storing electricity in the form of chemical energy. 
Battery storage technologies presented in this paper refer to rechargeable batteries 
which can be used as energy storage sources. A battery consists of one cell or multiple 
cells connected in series or in parallel depending on the desired output voltage and 
capacity. Each battery cell comprises the cathode (positive electrode), the anode 
(negative electrode) and the electrolyte which provides the medium for transfer of 
electrons between the two electrodes. During discharge, electrochemical reactions at the 
two electrodes generate a flow of electrons through an external circuit with the cathode 
accepting electrons and the anode providing electrons. During charging process, the 
electrochemical reactions are reversed and the battery absorbs electricity energy from 
the external circuit. 
 
3.1  Lead-acid batteries 
Lead-acid batteries are the oldest type of rechargeable batteries. They are 
considered as very mature technologies. They are easy to install and have a low cost. 
Valve regulated lead-acid batteries require negligible maintenance. The self-discharge 
rates for this type of batteries are very low, around 2-5% of rated capacity per month, 
which make them ideal for long-term storage applications. However, disadvantages of 
lead-acid batteries are low energy density and short service life. The typical energy 
density is around 30 Wh/kg and the typical lifetime is between 1200 and 1800 cycles [7]. 
The cycle life is affected by depth of discharge and they are not suitable for discharges 
over 20% of their rated capacity [8]. The performance of lead-acid would also be 
affected by temperature: higher temperature (with the upper limit of 45°C) will reduce 
battery lifetime and lower temperature (with the lower limit of -5°C) will reduce the 
efficiency. 
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3.2  Nickel-based batteries 
In a nickel-based battery, nickel hydroxide is used on the positive electrode but for 
the negative electrode different materials can be used. This fact explains the existence of 
various technologies. There are three kinds of nickel-based batteries namely the nickel-
cadmium (NiCd) battery, the nickel-metal hydride (NiMH) battery and the nickel-zinc 
(NiZn) battery. The NiCd technology uses cadmium hydroxide, the NiMH uses a metal 
alloy and the NiZn uses zinc hydroxide. Nickel-based batteries have larger energy 
densities than lead-acid batteries, 50 Wh/kg for the NiCd, 80 Wh/kg for the NiMH and 
60 Wh/kg for the NiZn. 
NiCd batteries are now reaching the level of maturity as lead-acid batteries. NiCd 
batteries have a longer lifetime about 3000 cycles and can be fully discharged without 
damage [9]. As an example, this technology is used in the energy storage system of the 
Alaska Golden Valley project which provides a backup to an isolated electrical power 
system. This project is claimed to be the world’s most powerful battery system with a 
rated power of 40 MW and with a discharge capability over 7 min [10]. However, two 
drawbacks limit future large-scale deployment of this technology. One is the high price, 
for the NiCd battery may cost up to 10 times more than the lead-acid battery. Another is 
the environment concerns about cadmium toxicity and associated recycling issues [7-
11].  
NiMH batteries have high energy density witch is over twice than lead-acid 
batteries. This type of batteries can be recycled and their components are harmless to 
the environment. They also can be used in large temperature ranges and high voltage 
operation. However, repeatedly discharged at high load currents would shorten the life 
of NiMH batteries to about 200-300 cycles and the memory effect reduces the useful 
SOC (State of Charge) of the battery. NiZn batteries have the same advantages of 
NiMH batteries and have deep cycle capability as NiCd batteries, but they suffer from 
poor life cycle due to the fast growth of dendrites. 
 
3.3  Lithium-ion batteries 
Lithium-ion batteries achieve excellent performances in portable electronics and 
medical devices. This technology is typically driven by and attractive for consumer 
electronics market because lithium-ion batteries are lighter, smaller and more powerful 
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than other batteries. They have the highest energy density from 90 to 190 Wh/kg and 
the highest power density from 500-2000 W/kg among all the batteries [7,9]. Other 
advantages of lithium batteries include high efficiency, low memory effect and low self-
discharge rate. This is why lithium-ion batteries are very promising to be used in next-
generation electrical vehicles [8]. 
Some drawbacks exist in this battery technology. Lithium-ion batteries are 
theoretically characterized by a lifetime about 3000 cycles at 80% depth of discharge 
[9]. However in actual, lithium-ion batteries are not robust and sometimes very fragile. 
Life cycles are affected by temperature and would be severely shortened by deep 
discharges. Usually, lithium-ion batteries require special protection circuit to avoid 
overload and need sophisticated management systems to maintain safe operational 
conditions. Another drawback is that the cost of lithium-ion batteries, from ＄900/kWh 
to ＄1300/kWh. These facts limit the use of lithium-ion batteries for large-capacity 
applications and applications where very low SOC would be reached. 
 
3.4  Sodium-sulphur batteries 
Sodium-sulphur (NaS) is a new promising high temperature battery technology, 
operating at over 300°C. The specific energy density of this kind of battery is 100Wh/kg 
and the life span is 2500 cycles at 100% depth of discharge with a high energy efficient 
about 89% [9]. 
 Basic cell construction uses liquid sulphur at the positive electrode and liquid 
molten sodium at the negative electrode separated by a solid beta alumina ceramic 
electrolyte as shown in Fig.8. During discharge, when positive Na+ ions flow through 
the electrolyte and combine with the sulfur forming sodium polysulfide (Na2S4) and  
electrons flow in the external circuit of the battery. Basic cell voltage is 2V. This 
process is reversible.  During the charging process, Na2S4  molecules release the Na+ 
ions to the electrolyte where these ions are recombined as elemental sodium [11]. In 
classical operating conditions, the heat produced by charging and discharging is enough 
to maintain running temperatures (about 300-350°C), but the battery still need to be 
heated in stand-by mode to keep the electrodes in molten state [9,12]. 
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Fig. 8. Basic NaS cell [11]. 
 
Sodium sulfur battery technology was brought to market in 2002 by Japanese 
company NGK. To date, more than 270 MW of total capacity has been set up at over 
190 sites in Japan [11]. These batteries stored energy which is suitable for 6 hours of 
daily peak shaving. U.S. utilities have deployed 9 MW of NaS batteries for reinforcing 
wind capacity and other applications. The largest NaS installation is a 34 MW, 245 
MWh unit used for wind stabilization in Northern Japan. 
 On one hand, this technology has advantages such as low cost, high energy 
capacity, high efficiency and deep discharge tolerance. On the other hand, this kind of 
battery is penalized by high operating temperature and the corrosive nature of sodium. 
These characteristics make NaS batteries suitable for large-scale stationary applications. 
In the opinion of the authors, this technology appears attractive for marine renewable 
applications, being an effective solution for stabilizing energy output during periods of 
3-6 hours in order to smooth the output of a marine generator farm. However the 
operating environment must be perfectly controlled if this solution is used. This fact 
implies ‘a priori’ a setup on an offshore platform or near the onshore transmission line 
for the power gird.  
 
3.5  Flow batteries 
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Flow batteries are relatively new battery technology dedicated for large energy 
capacity applications. This technology consists of two electrolyte reservoirs from which 
the liquid electrolytes flow through an electrochemical cell comprising the electrodes 
and a membrane separator. Fig.9. illustrates the structure of a flow battery system. 
Charging and discharging are realized by means of a reversible electrochemical reaction 
between two liquid electrolyte reservoirs. Flow batteries are often called redox flow 
batteries, based on the redox (reduction-oxidation) reaction between the two electrolytes 
in the system. 
 
 
Fig. 9.  Flow battery system [10]. 
 
The distinguished advantage of flow battery technologies is that the power and 
energy ratings can be sized independently [10-12]. The power rating is determined by 
the design of the electrode cells and the energy capacity depends on the volume of the 
electrolytes. Therefore, flow battery can be easily designed to meet specific energy 
capacity or power rating requirements. These characteristics make them suitable for a 
wider range of applications than conventional batteries. Another significant advantage is 
the long service life about 10,000 cycles at 75% depth of discharge. Other advantages 
include high safety, negligible degradation for deep discharge and negligible self-
discharge. The major disadvantage is that the flow battery system involves pumps 
systems which increase the complexity of the system and total costs. 
Over the past 20 years, four designs of flow batteries have been demonstrated: 
vanadium redox (VRB), zinc bromine (ZnBr), polysulphide bromide (PSB) and cerium 
zinc (CeZn). Major installations, in Japan and North American, use the vanadium redox 
and zinc bromine designs. Energy efficiency is about 85% for VRB system and 75% for 
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ZnBr system. VRB system of 500kW, 10 hours (5MWh) have been for example 
installed in Japan by Sumitomo Electric Industries (SEI), and VRB system have also 
been used for power quality applications (Power supply of 3MW during 1.5seconds). 
5kW/20kWh Community Energy Storage units based on ZnBr batteries are now being 
tested. Integrated ZnBr energy storage systems have been tested on transportable trailers 
(1MW/3MWh), and these systems could be connected in parallel for more powerful 
applications.   
Flexible energy and power sizing, long lifetime, low cost and low maintenance 
make flow battery a very promising technology to be used for buffering fluctuant 
renewable energies integrated to the power grid. For marine current energy, flow 
batteries can be designed differently for compensation short-time and long-time 
fluctuations, and more favorably they are suitable for hours energy storage for 
smoothing the fluctuation due to tidal phenomenon. 
The following table gives a comparison among the merits and demerits for the 
various battery technologies discussed above. 
 
Table 1. Comparisons of battery technologies 
Battery type Advantages Disadvantages 
Lead-acid 
√Low cost 
√Low self-discharge (2-5%per month) 
 
×Short cycle life(1200-1800 cycles) 
×Cycle life affected by depth of charge 
×Low energy density (about 40Wh/kg) 
 
Nickel-based 
 
√Can be fully charged(3000 cycles) 
√Higher energy density(50-80Wh/kg) 
 
×High cost, 10 times of lead acid battery 
×High self-discharge(10% per month) 
Lithium-ion 
 
√High energy density(80-190Wh/kg) 
√Very high efficiency 90-100% 
√Low self-discharge(1-3% per month) 
 
×Very high cost(＄900-1300/kWh) 
×Life cycle severely shorten by deep discharge 
×Require special overcharge protection circuit 
Sodium 
Sulphur(NaS) 
 
√High efficiency 85-92% 
√High energy density(100Wh/kg) 
√No degradation for deep charge 
√No self-discharge  
×Be heated in stand-by mode at 325℃ 
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Flow battery 
√Independent energy and power ratings 
√Long service life(10,000 cycles) 
√No degradation for deep charge 
√Negligible self-discharge 
×Medium energy density(40-70Wh/kg) 
 
 
For marine energy application, these batteries are reasonable supposed to be 
installed underwater or on an offshore platform and they may be discharged deeply in 
order to achieve a required smooth effect. In the first place, low maintenance and robust 
long service life should be considered as important criteria, and in that term the lead-
acid and lithium-ion batteries are not favorable due to their short cycle life. Low cost 
should also be emphasized, which make lithium-ion and nickel-based batteries not 
attractive. It can be concluded that NaS batteries and flow batteries are two best 
candidates among battery technologies. They are cost-effective and have robust  
lifetimes. Compared with NaS batteries, flow batteries have a longer life span but a 
more complicated system set-up. Flow batteries are easier to operate because they do 
not need to be kept at a high temperature. With appropriate installations, flow batteries 
and NaS batteries seem to be two most promising battery technologies suitable for 
smoothing the long-term fluctuation in marine energy systems. 
For the short-term fluctuation (swell disturbance) with a period of seconds, a much 
shorter charge/discharge time constant of energy storage devices is required. The 
flywheel and supercapacitor technologies are presented in the following sections. 
 
4.  Flywheel technologies 
A flywheel is based on a rotating disk which can store kinetic energy. This 
flywheel is associated with a generator/motor and drive system which allows controlling 
the energy storage and discharge. According to the rotational speed, there are broadly 
two classes of flywheel technologies: low-speed flywheels (less than 10,000 rpm)  and 
high-speed flywheels (more than 10,000 rpm) [13-15]. Low-speed flywheels use steel 
rotors and conventional bearings, and they achieve energy density of 5-30Wh/kg. High-
speed flywheels use composite rotors and low friction bearings (e.g., superconducting 
magnetic bearings). Composite rims are lighter and much stronger than steel, so they 
can be used with extremely high rotational speed and achieve high energy density up to 
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100Wh/kg [7]. The amount of energy stored in a flywheel depends on the square of the 
rotational speed, making high-speed flywheels highly desirable for Energy/mass ratio 
optimization. Typical flywheel energy storage system (FESS), (Fig. 10), consists of a 
massive rotating cylinder (a rim attached to a shaft) that is supported on a stator by 
magnetically levitated bearings. The flywheel system is operated in a vacuum chamber 
to reduce friction and losses. A motor/generator is connected to the flywheel to interact 
with the power grid or the renewable energy sources through power electronics drive. 
 
 
Fig. 10.  Typical flywheel energy storage system [15]. 
 
Conventional low-speed flywheels can be used  for the uninterruptible power 
supply (UPS). One of the popular flywheel UPSs is the Piller’s POWERBRIDGE 
system available in the range of 250-1300 kW. The bigger system containing a low-
speed flywheel with a maximum speed of 3600 r/min and can deliver 1.1 MW during 15 
seconds [13]. American company Beacon POWER is one of the leaders of long-term 
(hours) application market of FESS. Recent reports show that Beacon POWER has 
turned to develop advanced high-power and high-energy FESS for short-term 
(seconds/minutes) applications. Fig. 11 shows the evolution of Beacon POWER FESS 
products and gives a clear insight into the two applications where FESS can offer. Low-
power systems (several kW for hours) are used for telecommunication equipment 
support. High-power systems (hundreds of kW for seconds or minutes) can be used to 
provide power frequency regulation service for the power grid. An example of this 
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typical grid-application is the flywheel farm which can provide 20MW for 15 minutes 
which has been constructed in late 2009 in Stephentown, NY [15,16]. 
 
 
Fig. 11.  Evolution of Beacon POWER Flywheel Systems [15] 
 
Key advantages of flywheel energy storage system are high cyclic ability (over 105 
cycles with deep discharge or 20 years service time), high power density (quick 
charge/discharge), high efficiency and low maintenance. One of the main disadvantages 
of flywheel energy storage system is the high self-discharge rate which is typically over 
20% per hour [7,17]. This disadvantage makes them not suitable for long-term 
applications. Another challenge is to reduce the high price due to advanced materials 
and limited mass production. 
Based on these characters and the development trends, flywheels seem very 
appropriate for providing short-term ride-through power or smoothing the power 
fluctuations on a time scale of several seconds to 15 minutes. With regard to long-term 
energy storage, they don’t have many advantages over battery systems. Therefore, for 
marine current energy application, flywheel systems can become a very interesting 
candidate to compensate short-term fluctuations related to swell effects. But it seems 
flywheel systems are not easy to be installed underwater considering the corrosion 
effects of sea water and the peripheral equipments such as power converters and 
transformers. 
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5.  Supercapacitor technologies 
Supercapacitors, also know as ultracapacitors and electrochemical double-layer 
capacitors (EDLCs), store energy by capacitance effect. Supercapacitors are working in 
a similar way as conventional capacitors, but they are characterized by a much higher 
capacitance (kilo farads) in  smaller packages [18]. It must be remembered that the 
capacitance is proportional to the area of the plates and the permittivity of the dielectric, 
and inversely proportional to the distance between the plates. Supercapacitors use high-
permittivity dielectric and maximize the electrode surface area by using porous active 
carbon, allowing large amount of energy to be stored at the electrode surface. The two 
electrodes are separated by a very thin porous separator witch is immersed in the 
electrolyte. The electrolyte is either aqueous or organic. The aqueous capacitors have a 
lower energy density due to a lower cell voltage but are less expensive. They have a 
lower resistance, and work over a wider temperature range [11]. Fig. 12 shows the 
structure of one individual supercapacitor cell [19]. The potential difference for one cell 
is around 1V and 3V with aqueous and organic electrolyte respectively. 
  
 
Fig. 12.  Individual supercapacitor cell [19]. 
 
Thanks to that the electrodes will not be chemically degraded as in batteries, 
supercapacitors are able to be used during hundreds of thousands cycles in deep 
charge/discharge operations. Supercapacitor can be cycled more than 500,000 times and 
have a service life of 12 years. Power density of supercapacitors is considerably higher 
than batteries due to that the electrical charges are physically stored on the electrodes. 
Supercapacitors can be easily charged and discharged in seconds, much faster than 
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batteries. Energy efficiency is high and no heat or hazardous substances are released 
during operation. Although new materials for electrodes are being developed for 
increasing the energy density, supercapacitors are limited by  the disadvantages of a 
very low energy density (5Wh/kg) and a high self-discharge rate. That means 
supercapacitors can absorb or release high amount of power only during a very short 
time. Another point is that the lifetime of supercapacitor would be affected by the 
variation of voltage and by the temperature, so the design of supercapacitor system 
should include an aging model taking into account the operation characteristics.  
One typical application for supercapacitors is hybrid electric vehicles (HEV). They 
are used in HEV for energy storage from electrical braking and for providing 
accelerating power, thanks to their fast charge and discharge capability. Using 
supercapacitors in conjunction with batteries combines the high power characteristic of 
the supercapacitor and the high energy capacity of the battery. In a HEV, the use of  
supercapacitors allows extending the life of the battery (by reducing the depth of 
charge/discharge of the battery) and enables the battery to be downsized (by reducing 
the peak loads on the battery) [8,20-22].  
Researches have also shown that supercapacitors can be used to absorb high-
frequency power fluctuations produced from renewable energy sources, improving 
significantly power qualities of renewable energy generation systems. Supercapacitors 
for Doubly-fed Induction Generator (DFIG) and Permanent Magnet Synchronous 
Generator (PMSG) wind turbine applications are discussed in [23,24] and [25] 
respectively. References [26,27] and [39] only use battery as the ESS, the main 
objection is to balance the difference between the turbine-produced power and the load 
(or grid) required power. If high-power fluctuations have to be smoothed, high-power 
density devices such as supercapacitors are therefore required. Hybrid ESS based on 
battery and supercapacitor for wind power application are studied in [28-30].The aim of 
hybrid ESS is to absorb high-frequency fluctuations by supercapacitors and let batteries 
dealing with low-frequency fluctuations. This will allow optimizing high-power and 
high-energy ESSs. Supercapacitors used in photovoltaic applications are presented in 
[31,32]. In reference [33] a solution using supercapacitors for smoothing the power 
generated from SEAREV wave energy converter is presented; different State of Charge 
(SOC) control strategies are studied and compared.  
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For marine current energy system, both low-frequency (long-term) and high-
frequency (short-term) fluctuations exist. Thanks to high power performance and high 
cycling capability, the supercapacitor technology appears to be one of the most 
appropriate solutions for smoothing the high-frequency fluctuations. But 
supercapacitors are not adapted for smoothing the power on a time scale larger than one 
minute. It means that high energy density and long-duration energy storage devices are 
needed to be associated with supercapacitors for a global treatment in marine current 
application. 
 
6.  PHS and CAES technologies 
6.1  Pumped Hydro Storage (PHS) 
Pumped hydro storage is a well-known technology of storing and producing 
electricity by the use of pumps and turbines to transfer water between two reservoirs 
situated at different levels. During low electricity demand periods, excess generation 
power is used to pump water from the lower reservoir to the upper reservoir (Fig. 13) 
During peak hours when demand is high, the water is released back to the lower 
reservoir through hydro turbines, generating electricity. The round-trip efficiencies of 
PHS plant are over 75%. The storage capacity of PHS depends on two parameters: the 
height of the waterfall and the volume of the water. Sites with two nature bodies of 
water are favorable for this technology and the sea can be used as the lower reservoir. 
 
 
Fig. 13.  Schematic of Pumped Hydro Storage plant [34]. 
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Pumped hydro storage is the most widespread energy storage system used on 
power networks. Its main applications are providing energy management, frequency 
control, and reserve capacity. And it is now the only energy storage technology 
deployed on a GW scale worldwide [35]. In the United States, about 20 GW are 
deployed in 39 sites, with capacities from less than 50 MW to 2,100 MW. Many of 
these sites are able to store the excess power during more than 10 hours, making the 
technology favorable for load leveling. The drawbacks for this technology are that the 
implementation of such a system needs an appropriate geographic site, a high cost 
investment, and a long construction time.  
 
6.2  Compressed Air Energy Storage (CAES) 
In a Compressed Air Energy Storage (CAES) system, air is compressed (40-70 
bars) and stored in a sealed reservoir, usually an underground cavern, during off-peak 
periods. During discharge at peak hours, the compressed air is released from the cavern, 
heated, and expanded through turbines where it is mixed with fuel and combusted to 
drive an electrical generator (Fig. 14).  
 
 
Fig. 14.  Schematic of CAES plant [36]. 
 
The cheapest solution for storing significant quantities of air at high pressures is 
using underground caverns as reservoirs. The air can also be compressed and stored in 
high-pressure pipelines or aboveground reservoir, which would eliminate the geological 
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limitations and make the system easier to operate. Another approach to compressed air 
storage is called CAS, compressed air in cylinders. In a CAS system, air is stored in 
fabricated high-pressure tanks made of carbon-fiber (up to 300 bars). CAS may become 
a good solution for small- or medium-scale applications when a feasible manufacture 
cost can be achieved for ultrahigh pressure tanks. 
CAES is a proven technology: the first commercial CAES to be built was a 290-
MW plant built in Hundorf, Germany in 1978. The second commercial one was a 110-
MW unit built in Alabama, US in 1991 [36]. Starting in late 2008, two CAES plants 
with advanced designs for reducing fuel use were constructed by several US utilities: 
one bulk plant use an underground reservoir for 10 hours of storage at 300 MW capacity, 
and another use an aboveground reservoir for 2 hours of storage at 15 MW capacity [37]. 
CAES is a cost-effective option for storing energy in large quantities. CAES plants 
can perform ramping duty and smooth the intermittent output of renewable energy 
sources [37]. Simulations results in [35] show that CAES is characterized by a much 
lower cost and generates a higher rate of return than PHS in wind farm application. 
 
 
7.  Comparisons and Conclusion 
To be highly efficient, storage systems need to be closely adapted to the type and 
the scale of applications. Energy storage applications are often divided into three 
categories based on required storage time: (1) Power Quality: charge/discharge time is 
required from several seconds to minutes to ensure the quality of power delivered. 
Example applications are frequency regulation and transient power stability; (2) 
Bridging Power: stored energy should be used for several minutes to about an hour to 
ensure the continuity of the power supply during the switching from one electricity 
source to another or during black out; (3) Energy Management: The aim of this strategy 
is to decouple the synchronization between power generation and consumption. This 
kind of application requires large quantity of energy stored for hours. Typical 
application are load leveling and energy arbitrage, which implies storing low-cost off-
peak energy and releasing (selling) the stored energy during high-price peak hours. 
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Fig.15.   Energy storage technologies comparison [36]. 
 
Fig. 15 illustrates energy storage capacities and output power capabilities for 
different energy storage technologies. Fig.16 compares energy storage systems 
according to system power ratings, discharge times and different applications. The 
interesting ranges for smoothing long-term power fluctuation related to tidal 
phenomenon and short-term fluctuation caused by swell effect  have been highlighted in 
Fig. 16. 
 
Fig. 16.  System ratings for different energy storage technologies [35]. 
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Fig. 15 and Fig. 16 show that many technologies are in concurrence to be applied 
for one specific application or for a given system. In that case, cost may become one 
decisive factor for choosing the final solution. Fig. 17 (based on data from [37]) 
compares the costs (including necessary power conditioning equipment for relative 
energy storage devices) for different energy storage technologies. 
 
 
Fig. 17.  Costs for energy storage systems. 
 
Based on different characteristics for each energy storage technology, and from 
above figures, it can be seen that for short-term energy storage (seconds to minutes), 
supercapacitor and flywheel technologies are ‘a priori’ the best candidates for marine 
current systems. Flywheels are characterized by a higher cost than supercapacitors due 
to their higher energy capacity and higher power rating. Although both supercapacitor 
and flywheel technologies can be used for smoothing short-term high frequency 
fluctuations caused by swell effects, the former is more appropriate for single 
generation units and the later is more suitable for one generator farm. 
With regard to long-term (several hours) energy storage, batteries are most suitable 
technologies and the flow battery is a very promising technology for its high cyclic 
capability and flexible system design. NaS batteries can also be chosen but they need be 
heated during stand-by mode. Therefore, for smoothing long-term (3~6 hours) 
fluctuations in marine current application, high-energy batteries like flow batteries and 
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NaS batteries can be a good solution. They can also be used to realize energy 
management strategies for marine current farm.  
Other technologies like PHS and SMES (superconducting magnetic energy storage) 
are not very interesting in marine applications. PHS aims at GW scale for over 10 h or 
even several days energy storage; this technology seems too large for marine current 
energy systems. SMES aims at MW scale for several ms power absorption/apply [38]. 
This technology does not fit the requirements of smoothing power fluctuations in 
marine current energy systems, and it is not economically and technologically favorable.  
Although small CAES using aboveground reservoirs seems have an advantage of 
lower cost over batteries, such systems have yet to be commercially available. Only 
large CAES plants (hundreds MW) are proven cost-effective in actual operations. And 
obviously, the CAES technologies with underground caverns are extremely difficulty to 
apply in marine environment. 
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